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ABSTRACT: The study about the swarm-robot system
is one of the most important directions of multitudinous
robots system. It is an extraordinary challenged issue
which how to communicate with each swarm-robot to
cooperate together to accomplish a mission in numerous
units. The swarm-robot system, which is based on CC2510
wireless sensor network, with the Radio Frequency of
FHSS as the communication mode, has realized the
swarm-robot unit sensor organ information coordination
alternately fleet that improving the stability, interference
immunity and transferability. The coordinating scheme
possesses availability and practicability has been proved.
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1. Introduction

It is effects on efficiency of the task to be finished that the
unit capacity bulk and how to realize the numerous robots
communicate availability and reliability in the swarm-robot.
In the traditional multitudinous robot system, some take
the wire communication way, some adopt the FM, AM
modulation communication way and others put use to
infrared ray communication way[1-3]. Such traditional
communication mode exists on variety of maladies and
they are satisfied with the request of swarm-robot system.

Radio frequency is provided with powerful transmit

modulated signal. The system will send the signal with
best quality and the topmost sensitivity receive modulated
signal even in the case of there is interference signal and
blocking signal. CC2510 is a low-power wireless SCM
with the 8051 core. The wireless RF is integrated in depth.
Wireless communication major work in 315MHz, 0433MHz
0868MHz 0915, MHz02.4GHz frequency channel in ISM
and SRD. The utilization set up of the swarm-robot wireless
network can avoid complicate the system so that it leads
to receive the high quality communication, save electric
energy and cut down on cost. The data transmission rate
of CC2510 RF transceiver can reach 500kbps, wins the
data transmission rate frequency, it can be satisfied with
the swarm-robot system communication request [4, 5].

2. The design project of system

The wireless SCM CC2510 support various communication
ways. The user can establish the communication protocol
according to the demand of customers and existing
communication protocol. The main idea of this article is
introduce the communication protocol which is suitable
for swarm-robot system-FHSS

FHSS is a communication way with strong anti-
interference ability [6-15]. The major principle as follows:

1. If the media free then transmit;

2. If the media busy then change the channel continue to
transmit until it succeed or come to nothing for the
transmission goes long time lead to overtime and exit.

We may understand like this: listening prior to speaking,
and listening with speaking. FHSS has more flexibility,
which belongs to SSC, and can reasonably use space
resources better.

In the swarm-robot sport system which base on CC2510,
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once a robot transmits a data message (e.g. current
temperature) later, it doesn’t receive a reply from the main
engine, then the channel which is inconformity main engine
located to robot located, or there is a same frequency
carrier into the atmosphere at present. Then, the robot
changes the transmit channel at once and goes on trying
transmitting. It doesn’t drop out until it takes over the
answer signal or transmit failure long time generate over
time. The Transmitting terminal robot will continuously
change the transmit channel when it sent data information
doesn’t succeed, thus, it is rather easy to keep same to
the transmitting terminal and receiving terminal. It takes
the communication from one channel to another channel,
so that increase the system communication channel. The
schematic diagram of FHSS communication has shown
as follows.
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Figure 1. FHSS Communication Schematic Diagram

FHSS
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In the FHSS, the main task is how to realize the unification
of the transmitting and receiving terminal in the process
of changing the channel. We should as less as possible
consume time when it changes the channel [16-18]. FHSS
is a mull-channel communication mode. It is necessary
for swarm-robot system put into use to change the channel.
For wireless SCM CC2510, if we set the frequency channel
as 433MHz, we just need to change the value of register
CHANNR when we change the channel. Once we confirm
the transmitting and receiving terminal, the channel can
change continuously to ensure the communication has
already finished in the process of communication. In the
swarm-robot system, the quantity of system channel can
get a setting according to oneself actual demand. In case
the channel is too many, we increase the available
communication channel but it also can cause a problem:
we need more time to change the channel. Thus there is
lower communication efficiency. If the frequency channels
are too few, then it will lead to the available communication
frequency channel also to too few, the robot will change
the channel continuous to transmit data. Then it also can
lead to reduce the communication frequency. Therefore,
we should confirm the number of frequency channel on
the basis of swarm-robot individual number and other
certain factor to make the communication system being
in higher status. All of this is to make the swarm-robot

system transmit the information unblocked and rapid, it
better for swarm-robot member cooperating to perform the
task.

3. System texture

The swarm-robot system on the basis of wireless SCM
CC2510 requires each swarm-robot may perform the
communication smooth. There are varies sensor and server
on the robot, they may move on to somewhere to execute
the environment information acquisition in line with the
main engine. Then send back the collected data to the
main engine by FHSS. The main engine will make a
relevant dispose and return the answer signal when it
receives the data message. Then it will wait the relevant
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Figure 2. The Design of Swarm-Robot on the Basis of
CC2510 System
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button to transmit the system transmit the information
unblocked and rapid, it better for swarm-robot member
cooperating to perform the task.

Systemic robot according to the purpose of main engine
moving onto specific site, collect the information and send
back these messages to main engine. Main engine deal
with the data when receive the messages. Main engine
consists of CC2510 SCM, LCD liquid crystal and button.
We may check every robot’s positional environment
parameter by choosing the button. We also can use the
button to command the robot work. Once the terminal
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Figure 3. Minimum System Circuits

robot monitors the environment parameter which has shifts,
then discrete sampling to main engine at once and update
the environment parameter information. It requests the
next task to main engine.

4. Main hardware design of system

4.1 CC2510 SCM minimum system
The system adopts CC2510 low-power dissipation SCM
which is based on 32Kb flash memory and 4KB RAM in
the core of 8051. The SCM build-in RF radio circuit which
just needs ordinary resistance, capacitance and
inductance can work. The minimum system includes in
the crystal oscillator circuit, reset circuit, RF radio circuit,
JTAG port, power supply filtering and decoupling circuit [4].
The circuit of minimum system shows as chart 3.

4.2 Display circuit
Display circuit is made to use LCD5510 as the display

Figure 4. LCD5510 Liquid Crystal Circuit

device. LCD5510 is a cheap practical mobile liquid crystal.
With black and white screen, its resolution ratio is 48 *
80, without word stock. User can write a program to display
characters, Chinese characters, pictures, etc. Its own blue
backlighting use 5-line serial communication, cut down
on SCM IO port. The peripheral circuit rather simple, it
just needs external decoupling capacitance. The circuit
is shown as chart 4.

4.3 Acousto-optic warning
Acousto-optic circuit makes up an active buzzer and a
luminous diode, and the driver is the triode. The PNP triode,
Q2, is conducted when CC2510’s P1.6 output low level,
the buzzer buzzed and luminous diode lighted. The alarm
circuit is shown as chart 5.

4.4 Ultrasonic circuits

4.4.1 Ultrasonic transmitter circuit
The ultrasonic transmitter circuit is shown as chart 6.
Radiating circuit is consists of phase inverter 74LS04 and

ultrasonic transmitting transducer T3. SCM CC2510 port
P0.6 outputs about 40 kHz square signal. One signal
through phase inverter transmits the ultrasonic transducer
to one electrode. Another signal through the two-stage
phase inverter transmits the ultrasonic transducer to
another electrode. It can improve the ultrasonic emissive
power that the push-pull form adds square signal at each
end of ultrasonic transducer. Outgoing end adopts a couple
of inverter parallel connection to improve the drive ability.
On the one hand, pull-high resister R33, R34 can improve
the inverter 74LS04 output high level drive ability. On the
other hand, it can increase the damping effect of ultrasonic
transducer. Shorten the freedom shake time.

4.4.2 Ultrasonic Receiving Circuits
Ultrasonic receiving circuits are shown as chart 7.
Piezoelectric ceramics ultrasonic receptor LS2 received
reflected and switched it as 40 kHz mill volt voltage signal.

The signal needs to via amplification and management,
just can use in breaking of trigger SCM.

Received module is used in specified integrated-circuit
preamplifier CX20106 to amplify and process received
signal. CX20106 is constituted the preamplifier, by limiting
amplifier, B.F., detector, integrator, and integer circuit.
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Figure 6. Ultrasonic Transmitter Circuit

Figure 9. Temperature and Humidity Sensor Circuits

Figure 5. Alarm Circuit

becomes lower, the voltage of positive input end reduced.
The comparator outputs low lever when the voltage is lower
than reverse input end. According to principle of just
described, the robots can use the infrared geminate
transistors distinguish black guiding string in the runway,
and achieve the tracking.

4.6 Temperature and Humidity Sensor Circuits
The system adopts DHT11 as temperature and humidity
measurement sensor. DHT11 is a temperature and
humidity integration digital sensor. The sensor includes a
resistance-type hygrometric original and a NTC
thermometric original, and it’s connects a high-
performance 8 bit SCM. It’s just needs connect a data
link and MPU to collect current time temperature and
humidity data. DHT11 power consumption is low. The
supply voltage is 5V with the 0.5mA average maximum
current. The humidity measurement range is 20-90%RH.
The temperature measurement range is 0-50!. All of these
can feel up to general demand of measurement. Therefore,
the system adopts DHT11 possesses briefness, costing
low, low power consumption, etc. advantage. The
connecting of circuits is very simple. It’s just needs a
decoupling capacitor and a pull-up resistor. The pull-up
resistor is ascertained in the line of the length of data
line. It’s is 2.2k to 10k generally. Temperature and humidity
sensor circuit is shown on chart 9.

Figure 8. Infrared Sensor Circuits

5. System Programming

5.1 The procedure achievement of FHSS receiving
portion
The program flow chart of FHSS receiving (main engine)
is shown on chart 10. The first, it should build a random
number in the procedure to provide channel to frequency
hopping. It should be notice that the array must same to
receiving section.  Otherwise it will lead to communicate
unmorally for the difference between transmit and receiving
terminal.

After the system electrify reset, it is beginning to initialize
the CC2510’s clock, power supply model, IO, timer,
interrupt, RF, liquid-crystal display, etc. Next, the button

Figure 7. Ultrasonic receiving circuits

Preamplifier has AGC. What can guarantee is that the
amplifier has higher gain and the amplifier can’t overload
when ultrasonic transducer receives further reflected signal
output weak voltage. Regulate the circumscribed
resistance R3 of chip pin 5, setting the centre frequency
of filter on 40 kHz achieve good result. When received the
signal is the same to filter centre frequency, the output
pin 7 outputs the low level, and output pin 7 connect directly
on the pin P0.5 of CC2510 to trigger interrupt.

4.5 Infrared Sensor Circuits
The system adopts infrared geminate transistors as the
robot’s tracking sensor. Every robot fit out 4 pairs of infrared
geminate transistors. The Infrared sensor circuit is shown
as chart 8. The resistance R36 makes a current limiting
to the infrared launch tube, the R47 and the R48 constitute
the reference source. That is to say the reference source
is 3.3/2 = 1.65V. When infrared receiving tube (The LAMP
in chart 8) hasn’t received or received enough infrared,
the internal resistance of infrared receiving tube will become
higher to make the comparator positive input end exceed
reverse input end. And the comparator produces outputs
at the high level. When infrared receiving tube received
enough infrared, the internal resistance
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is detected whether be pressed. When the button has
been pressed, then the main engine executes the relative
operate or transmit the control signal to specified robot to
command it work. If the button hasn’t been pressed, then
it word in receiving state.  At the same time receiving
section monitor constantly whether there is same
frequency channel in the air. If it exists then receives,
then returns the answer signal to inform the sender received
succeed, proceeds data processing, updates the liquid
crystal display, judges whether it is needed to transmit
control signal to robot to command it work. The last,
change the channel and detect whether there is a signal
to which the channel fits itself.

Figure 10. FHSS Receiving Portion

For CC2510 SCM change the communication channel, if
the communication frequency range has been set in
433MHz, it’s just need to change the value of register
CHANNR. Following the code, it has provided the way to
select the different channels.

if (++ channr_number == 6)
{
channr_number = 0;
}
Radioinit ( frequency, myaddr, channr_number);

Hereinto, channr_number sets the channel number of
systems. The function Radioinit () set the RF communi-
cation frequency. When set frequency and address
myaddr, we just need to change the value of
channer_number to change the channel.

It can be adjusted channel to communicate when the
procedure is executed. Here, the swarm-robot system
just uses 6 channels. We can increase or decrease
channels properly when elsewhere needs to use.

5.2 The realize of FHSS transmit procedure
FHSS transmit (terminal) section flow chart is shown as
figure 11. Firstly, it’s needs to be built a frequency hopping

array which is the same to the receiving section to execute
the frequency hopping normally. After the main engine
finish initializing, it is beginning to detect whether has
been received the control command from main engine. If
it received, take relative actions, then detects every sensor
whether there is update. It transmits data to main engine
immediately once detects it exists. If the answer signal
has been received, that has proved the main engine is
monitoring the packet on the channel and communicate
succeed. If the answer signal of main engine has not
received. One side is the main engine does not monitor
packet on this channelÿanother side is the main engine
monitors the packet on this channel. But there is another
robot transmits the data from this channel to main engine.
The robot nodal points can’t communicate normally with
the main engine, at the same time the transmitting nodal
points can’t change the channel continue to transmit the
packets until it come across the channel which is the
same as main engine, and when the information channel
is free, as main engine received the answer signal, it is
success to transmit data. If it’s still fail after transmitting
nodal points attempt several times, it proves the channels
blocking seriously or system fault lead timeout so that
exit the transmitter data pattern and send out the acousto-
optic alarm signal to remand user check up system. It is
the same to the receive section on change communication
channel. It is just needed to change the value of register
CHANNR.

Figure 11. Transmit Section Flow Chart

6. System Superiority and Characteristic

The swarm-robot system which on the basis of CC2510
adopts FHSS communication realizes work. FHSS
communication has many advantages, such as high
quality communicates, fast speed communicates,
optional use space source, etc. it is can promote each
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swarm-robot work together. The communication range of
frequency-hopping communication has pseudo-
randomness and frequency range uses the amount of
frequency-hopping communication has security. It has
certain classified ability if others don’t know the frequency
range in use. When frequency-hopping frequency range
increase, it has the ability of interception resistance. It
makes the frequency-hopping which can be used in the
swarm-robot system with the demand of security.

As the carrier frequency is hopping, it possesses resisting
single frequency and partial bandwidth interferential ability.
When the number of frequency hopping enough, as
frequency-hopping bandwidth wide enough, the capacity
of resisting disturbance become very strong. Using the
speeding hop of carrier frequency has the frequency
diversity function. Thereby, the system has resisting
multipath declining ability on the condition that the
frequency interval needs to greater than correlation
bandwidth[19-22].  The scope of application which basing on
frequency-hopping wireless SCM herd-system is broad,
well portability, system communication protocol simple
and easy to understand.

7. Epilogue

According to test, system design has already achieved
the expectant function and qualification. Based on
CC2510, the swarm-robot motor system adopts frequency
hopping communication and apply in swarm-robot
systems. Realizing each swarm-robot can speed the
information interactive cooperation with multi-sensory. It
can satisfy the request of swarm-robot communication
with high speed. Strong capacity of resisting disturbance,
high usage of space resource, high quality communication,
all of this can satisfy the demand of robot communication
system. The swarm-robot can be extensively used in such
occasions. The controlling garages store, wireless two
vehicles supervise in the expressways, the managing of
shipping lane, etc. have bright prospects.
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